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From a young and impressionable age, we city dwellers are taught of the horrors that lie 

beyond our night struck fences; the aging man of dubious intent, the needle piercing weak 

skin, the hot sweat of a harlot in despair. To venture beyond the fortress we are afforded 

through the sheer luck of a privileged birth, is naïve at its best, and doltish at its most 

unforgivable. Regardless, we of a certain age tend to disregard this sage and well-intentioned 

advice, to venture onto the dim streets of a young city, already with suffering trod deep into 

its weary face. With curiosity abounding, we take timid strides into the great unknown, of 

which no parent would have dared take a child, lest they get the wrong ideas about living.  

Careful observation, from the cautious corner of an eye, we see the ragged men who line the 

dreary alleys, calling out for a dollar from the pocket of an unusually kind hearted passer-by. 

Their hands as empty as their stomachs, we react swiftly, reaching into our pockets to find 

only leftover threads of an old tissue, a plastic card and a mint we were presented with at the 

end of an ostentatious meal. Shamefully, we observe the delicate curve of bone in wrist, the 

fingers turned to claws grasping for the neat hem of the Business Man, as he thunders past; 

fast, important and all together far too preoccupied for the frail cry of a famished peer. 

Averting our gaze, we push further on through ashen streets. In the distance, the nightclubs, 

bars and other questionable establishments pound on, whirls of laughter indistinguishable 

from screams, the sharp smell of stale liquor and urine cutting across our noses.  

Lips painted, pursed and wrapped crudely around cheap cigarettes, stands a woman, 

illuminated by the crimson fluorescent cylinders of the store front behind her. She sighs out 

a thin stream of smoke, and her frail silhouette turns to gaze listlessly as it spirals into the 

bleak and starless heavens. With a flick of the wrist, she extinguishes the flame and discards 

the smouldering paper, turning lightly on her heel, she moves as if afloat back into blackened 

rooms of atrocities she’d rather forget. Close behind, a rounded man creeps along, his pockets 

of money, his mouth of filth and his eyes everywhere but up. We begin to understand the 



inaccuracies of our elder’s teachings, the horror lies not within the suffering, but within the 

eyes blinded by their own self-interest.  

 

For we turn a corner and there are struck, with the dazzling chandeliers of His Majesty’s, 

casting bright gold across the begrimed pavement. Ladies and Gentlemen, tall in their finery 

sashay the flush rosy carpet, back and forth, a gratuitous waltz of social status. In faux British 

accents, they exchange the most meaningful of affairs; envious depictions of outfits they wish 

to don, their new automotive purchase and their feelings on the weather. Yet, cocooned in 

their sanctum of paper bills and champagne they are unaware as the bitter wind descends, 

and the frigid pricks of water begin to cascade down; on the beggars hands, the crimson lady 

dreaming of her next hit and the rounded man skulking on the sidewalks. Across the street, a 

shadow shifts. From a glinting stolen trolley, a threadbare rug is retrieved and pulled across 

shivering shoulders, the night reaching out and closing in.  

 

At this sight, we find we must reflect back to our own way of living; the countless nights by 

glowing embers, hot cups grasped in greedy hands and the restful conversation as the rain 

beat downwards on a two story tin roof. With guilt spread thick across our skin we must recall 

that we never once spared a second thought for those less fortuitous, soaked in relentless 

rain or in lightless rooms with sullied men or starving on the doorstep of the cafe that would 

begin our day mere hours later. No, the horrors we were cautioned of never lay beyond our 

fences, but firmly within them.  

 
 
 


